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MSDCHLLMTV31S0 - SoMachine - DVD Package Solution - Team License - Mandatory Registration.
Unlike other manufacturers, the license to perform DVD resamplers cannot be renewed. To obtain a
license for DVD broadcasting, you must create a DVD - group connection (CD) on the host with the
installed programs. If there is no CD - group connection, or if it is missing on the computer, then you

need to install CUPS on the system - this is a patented utility for working with archives, compatible with
the capabilities of winrar, lrar and nrar. CUPS is also a license, i.e. has all the rights granted to the

owners of licensed versions. Once the CDs are prepared, they can be uploaded to the host, after which
the system starts up and the DVD multimedia is turned on. MSDCHLSXDS - DVD - System Monitor
MSD - Console - Console MSG - Mouse - Mouse MSB - Mobile - Mobile Mouse MSGSS - Wireless -
Wireless Mouse After installation, you need to configure the system for disk quotas, depending on the

number of PCs participating in the session and Internet compatibility. Don't forget to install updates via
HTTP/HTTPS Install ZSasman on PC or laptop | Consult your system administrator You can install a
full license for the following applications: 1. Windows Media Player 11 - To watch movies, music,
games on DVD. 2. DAEMON Tools - Program for CD/DVD-ROM emulation. 3. Easy CD - Free

software for opening CDs/disks. 4. AkelPad - Compact text editor. 5. Audition - A player program for
creating musical soundtracks. 6. BurnAware Free - A utility for burning CD/MP3 discs. 7. Cool Edit Pro
- Free utility for editing CD/Blu-Ray discs. 8. Codecs - Free codec sets for DVD and Blu-rays playback.
Installation on hosts and laptops: 1 computer - 8Gb Cache - up to 10 hours 2 computers - 16Gb - up to

20 hours 3 computers - 25Gb/2
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